Please fill in this checklist as you complete each lesson and its corresponding teacher evaluation form.

**Bell Pepper**

**Food Detectives**

- Lesson completed [ ] ___/___/____
- Teacher evaluation [ ] ___/___/____

**Taste Testers**

- Lesson completed [ ] ___/___/____
- Teacher evaluation [ ] ___/___/____

**Let's Get Cooking!**

- Lesson completed [ ] ___/___/____
- Teacher evaluation [ ] ___/___/____

**Melon**

**Food Detectives**

- Lesson completed [ ] ___/___/____
- Teacher evaluation [ ] ___/___/____

**Taste Testers**

- Lesson completed [ ] ___/___/____
- Teacher evaluation [ ] ___/___/____

**Let's Get Cooking!**

- Lesson completed [ ] ___/___/____
- Teacher evaluation [ ] ___/___/____
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